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The deaths of both victims had turned their lives upside down. Emma ended up in the bottom of the quarry while Christine was put on
the noose for 13 years. Ultimately, both of them were saved by their friend Danny Castellano (Chris Mulkey). However, why were
these two lives saved? You need to be a member to access the comments : Want to Become a Member? The majority of the films in my
best-of list have great endings. They have always given an empowering ending to their ensemble casts with themes of hope,
redemption, and triumph in the face of all obstacles. But I have a feeling this list will do two things to anger you. The first thing I want
to do to piss you off is take away from a message of hope and empowerment to an outright tragedy. Let's be honest, I've probably
shown the things you loved about the movie better than I've shown the endings. That's not to say I don't. The endings I chose were
because I think they're the most pessimistic, cynical, and harsh. But the thing is, there are no happy endings in life. And I'm not sure
there is a happy ending in these movies. It's full of death, suffering, relationships and endings. I don't know if that's such a bad thing.
The second thing I want to do to piss you off is because this list is a bit of a joke. I don't know if they all really are the best endings,
and it may not even matter. To me, they all seem like they mean something, however small they may be. So that's what I'm going to
do; I'm going to list each ending, then give three little reasons why I felt it was a perfect ending for the main characters. I'm also
going to give you a better ending, or if I think I've already spoiled it, why I hate that ending, and then explain why I love the original
ending. Lastly, why are the movies listed in reverse order? Because I watched them in that order, and every second of my life. To start
off
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